There has been a growing interest in determining the antecedents of the significant associations between dissociative symptomatology and sleep. The aim of this study was to investigate the mediation effect of a tendency to elicit uncontrollable and excessive worry on the relationship between dissociation and poor sleep quality among non-shift working health staff. Eighty-five participants with a mean age of 31.19 ±7.14 (ranging from 18 to 54) involved within the study. The Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ), Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES), Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) and a demographic questionnaire were administered. Mediation regression models were utilized to evaluate direct and indirect associations between worry, dissociation and sleep quality after controlling for age, gender, marital status, education, prior psychiatric disorders, familial loading and time spent watching TV series in a week. Regression models indicated that direct dose-response relationship between dissociative symptomatology and sleep quality was not statistically significant. However, indirect effects of dissociative symptoms though pathological worry were substantial. More specifically, we found that the DES total, absorption/ imaginative involvement and dissociative amnesia had significant indirect effects on poor sleep quality via excessive worry as measured by the PSWQ. We concluded that dissociative symptoms are indirectly associated with sleep through negative repetitive thoughts such as pathological worry. Therefore, new generation therapeutic approaches particularly mindfulness therapy should be considered in the first-line treatments of sleep disturbance.
INTRODUCTION
, mental simulation (Pham & Taylor, 1999; S. E. Taylor, Pham, Rivkin, & Armor, 1998; S. E. Taylor & Schneider, 1989) , counterfactual thinking (Mandel, 2003; Roese, 1994 Roese, , 1997 Roese & Olson, 1993) , defensive pessimism (Norem & Cantor, 1986a , 1986b Norem & Chang, 2002; Spencer & Norem, 1996) , reflection (Trapnell & Campbell, 1999) , mind wandering (Smallwood, Fitzgerald, Miles, & Phillips, 2009; Smallwood, O'Connor, Sudbery, & Obonsawin, 2007) , post-event rumination (Kashdan & Roberts, 2007) , positive rumination (Feldman, Joormann, & Johnson, 2008; Johnson, McKenzie, & McMurrich, 2008) , and habitual negative self-thinking ( Verplanken, Friborg, Wang, Trafimow, & Woolf, 2007) .
Worry has been widely recognized as primary characteristics of anxiety, and has been defined as 'a chain of thoughts and images, negatively affect-laden and relatively uncontrollable' (Borkovec, Robinson, Pruzinsky, & DePree, 1983, p. 10) . The content of worry is typically related to future events that include the possibility of adverse outcomes (Sibrava & Borkovec, 2006) .
Worry is a mundane human experience and exhibits a continuum across normal population, without any discontinuity (Olatunji, Broman-Fulks, Bergman, Green, & Zlomke, 2010; Ruscio, Borkovec, & Ruscio, 2001 ). Nevertheless, there seems to be a robust dose-response relationship between intolerance of uncertainty and pathological worry characterized by excessive, perseverative and uncontrollable nature that leads to more negative consequences in emotional well-being among community-dwelling non-clinical populations (Buhr & Dugas, 2006; Dugas, Freeston, & Ladouceur, 1997; Dugas, Gosselin, & Ladouceur, 2001; Dugas, Schwartz, & Francis, 2004; Ladouceur, Gosselin, & Dugas, 2000) and clinical samples (Dar, Iqbal, & Mushtaq, 2017; Yook, Kim, Suh, & Lee, 2010) . A significant proportion of theoretical foundation of avoidance theory of worry rests on Mowrer's (1947) two stage theory of fear: Classically conditioned fear is maintained by operantly conditioned avoidance of fear cues. Under this circumstances, avoidance of internal fear cues may well be an integral part of the onset and maintenance process of anxious disorder that lead to various theoretical conceptualizations such as fear of fear (Goldstein & Chambless, 1978) , anxiety sensitivity (Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally, 1986; S. Taylor, 2014) , and meta-worry (Wells, 2005) . According to the avoidance model of anxiety, imagined or mental avoidance such as behavioral avoidance could result in a failure to extinct eliciting anxious symptomatology (Borkovec, Alcaine, & Behar, 2004) .
Sleep is a crucial part of human existence, development and emotion regulation (Agargun, Boysan, & Hanoglu, 2004; Aydin et al., 2013; Boysan, 2016b; Boysan & Kagan, 2016; Gulec et al., 2011; Gulec et al., 2013; Minkel et al., 2012; Selvi et al., 2010; Siegel, 2005b) . A primary function of sleep is to ensure cortically fully functioning during wakefulness (Siegel, 2005a) . Sleep is default to good sleep as a natural state, encompassing homeostatic and circadian process. It is assumed to have both plasticity, a term referring to the 'absorb and readjust' capacity of sleepwake cycle in response to variability in personal and situational factors, and automaticity, a term referring to involuntary nature of well-adjusted schedule (Espie, 2002) . Sleep has crucial implications that people with poor sleep may be subject to poor social, occupational and educational functioning (Abdel-Khalek, 2009; BaHammam, Al-Faris, Shaikh, & Saeed, 2006; Boysan, Güleç, Beşiroğlu, & Kalafat, 2010; Boysan & Kagan, 2016; Chiang, Arendt, Zheng, & Hanisch, 2014; Engle-Friedman & Riela, 2004; Gulec et al., 2013; Laakso et al., 1999; Lahl & Pietrowsky, 2006 Martikainen et al., 2001; Schichl, Ziberi, Lahl, & Pietrowsky, 2011) .
It is widely recognized that cognitive process is central in development and maintenance of sleep problems (Hiller, Johnston, Dohnt, Lovato, & Gradisar, 2015) . The prolonged wakefulness is positively associated with increased sleep hemeostat drive and prolonged sleep deprivation leads to functional impairment. Insufficient sleep results in rebound effect, refers to a recovery sleep consisting of spending longer time in bed, proportionately more rapid eye movement (REM) and deeper slow-wave sleep (Carskadon & Dement, 2011) . However, habitually decreased nocturnal sleep has severe consequences on quality of life (Knutson, Spiegel, Penev, & Van Cauter, 2007; Matos, Gaspar, Tomé, & Paiva, 2016; Paiva, Gaspar, & Matos, 2015; Zeitlhofer et al., 2000) . Poor sleepers have more negative thoughts at bedtime relative to good sleepers (Kuisk, Bertelson, & Walsh, 1989; Nicassio, Mendlowitz, Fussell, & Petras, 1985; Van Egeren, Haynes, Franzen, & Hamilton, 1983) . Several models have been conceptualized to shed light on the scope of the cognitive processes implicated in sleep disturbance.
In the pioneer models of sleep problems personality features of patients with insomnia were of crucial importance. These studies identified a typical profile for insomniacs with a pronounced tendency to internalize problems. The prospect was that a predisposition to internalize conflicts would lead greater emotional activation which in turn may result in physiological hyperarousal, rendering people more vulnerable to sleep problems (Borkovec, 1982; Kales, Caldwell, Preston, Healey, & Kales, 1976) . The micro-analytic model of Morin (1993) , a more advanced refinement from multifactorial and integrated conceptualization, presents three levels of arousal (cognitive, emotional and physiological) that result in hyper-arousal, dysfunctional cognitions, maladaptive sleep habits, and arousal generating consequences. The presumptions of the model accounts for how primary insomnia becomes autonomous from precipitating actors to have raised from. The pathway of the development and maintenance of sleep problems commence with excessive physiological activity interfering with the sleep which, in turn, generates intrusive thoughts related to hyper-arousal states and emotional reactions based on personality traits in response to hyper-arousal. Core sleep-related dysfunctional beliefs have been more profoundly crystallized by means of permanent negative sleep experiences and engrain maladaptive sleep habits. Of several cognitive distortions, catastrophizing and probability overestimation were placed emphasis in regard to insomnia (Adan, Fabbri, Natale, & Prat, 2006; Boysan, Merey, Kalafat, & Kağan, 2010; Espie, Inglis, Harvey, & Tessier, 2000; Morin, Vallieres, & Ivers, 2007; Ong, Ulmer, & Manber, 2012) The integrated psychobiology of inhibition of dearousal model of sleep problems articulates that individuals experiencing sleep problems, specifically insomnia, exhibit increased metabolic rate accompanied by sleep state misperception, slow-wave sleep deficiency, and hyper-arousal, suggesting that poor sleep may arise from cortical over-activity. According to the model good sleep is maintained by four interacting subsystems: sleepstimulus control, physiological de-arousal, cognitive dearousal and daytime facilitation in which sleep homeostasis, circadian timing, and sleep quality serve to maintain these processes in a reciprocal way. Insomnia is presumed to arise from acute inhibition of one or more processes that cause a failure of automated sleep activation and maintenance (Espie, 2002) .
Two subsequent processes of sleep-interfering and sleep interpreting model holds that a variety of psychological processes including traumatic and other stressful life events, emotional conflicts, negative conditioning, affect regulation problems and worrisome thoughts may cause physiological, cognitive and emotional hyper-arousal to an extent which lead to sleep-interfering. Psychological factors resulting in sleep-interfering precedes sleeprelated dysfunctional cognitive attributions. Commencement of the interfering-interpreting process is bidirectional; however, a vicious cycle of these two processes reciprocally induces each other by means of escalation in hyper-arousal states that sleep-interfering evolve into a chronic condition of sleep disorder (Lundh, 2011; Lundh & Broman, 2000) . Drawn from the Lundh and Broman's (2000) conceptualization, meta-cognitive model places more importance to meta-cognitive appraisals in which sleep problems are attributed to inability to sleep instead of cognitive reactivity (Ong et al., 2014; Ong et al., 2012) .
From the perspective of the cognitive model of Harvey and colleagues, maintenance of insomnia is a function of excessive cognitive processes that occur either during the day or at night. Problematic sleep-related cognitive processes include worry, selective attention and monitoring, misleading interpretations with respect to sleep and imparted daytime function, distorted beliefs about sleep, and maladaptive safety behaviours (Harvey, 2002) . The model places importance on the catastrophizing, particularly catastrophic worry about the consequences of not sleeping which, in turn, is associated with strong negative affect and increased perception of threat (Harvey & Greenall, 2003) . Catastrophic worrisome thinking at bedtime is assumed to give rise to sympathetic arousal and thus anxiety which is similar to what occurs at times of distress in response to threat or harm (Harvey, 2006) . Such hyper-arousal states cause a narrowed attention to the stimuli including potential threats related to sleep that compromises the capacity to monitor real situations and reality testing (Harvey, Tang, & Browning, 2005; Tang, Anne Schmidt, & Harvey, 2007) . Recurrence of such experiences strengthen dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes about sleep that maintain the vicious cycle of sleep and sleep-related problems. Dysfunctional sleep habits and behaviours emerge in order to prevent the individual from negative consequences of not sleeping that contrarily make the fears sustained (Fairholme & Manber, 2014; Hood, Carney, & Harris, 2011) .
Based on prior conditioning experiences of individuals Bootzin and colleagues proposed a stimulus control model in which sleep problems occur to the extent to which sleep-related stimuli generates alternative responses (e.g., worrying, being concerned about not sleeping) inconsistent with sleep behaviour (Bootzin, 1972; Bootzin, Lack, & Wright, 1999; Bootzin & Rider, 1997) . Inasmuch as the learned associations between sleep-related stimuli and inconsistent responses are established and strengthened, they would be predictive of sleep dysregulation (Coutanche & Thompson-Schill, 2012 ). Spielman's behavioral perspective, a reconciliation of biological and psychological approaches, proposes a dimensional model related to etiology of sleep problems: predisposing, precipitating and perpetuating factors (3 Ps). Biological (i.,e, a tendency to experience arousal), psychological (i.e., a disposition to delve into excessive pondering and worry), and social (i.e., inconsistent sleep schedule) aspects constitute predisposing factors. A tendency to interpret life situations threatening and distressfully reflects the precipitating aspect. Finally, perpetuating factors refers to counterproductive strategies to cope with sleep disturbance (i.e, saying bed without sleeping) (Riemann et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2002; Spielman, Caruso, & Glovinsky, 1987) . New environments with biological, psychological and social cues for activation of arousal are associated with a transitory improvement in sleep complaints which is conceptualized as 'reverse firstnight effect' , a phenomenon proposed why people sleep well in the first night in the laboratories (Harvey & Tang, 2012) . The reverse first-night effect appears reflecting the role of cognitive behavioral learning by means of the interaction between organism, environment and cognitive appraisals concerning sleep.
The neurocognitive model of sleep problems put in evidence biopsychological factors in understanding the antecedent of sleep disturbance. A concept of hyperarousal with a three dimensional construct encapsulating somatic, cognitive and cortical aspects that are intertwined with each other is assumed to central in the development and maintenance of insomnia. Somatic aspect of hyper-arousal refers to increased metabolic activity, cognitive aspect refers to a profusion of RT in terms of worry and rumination, and cortical hyper-arousal re f l e c t s i n c re a s e d a c t i v i t y re c o rd e d o n electroencephalography (EEG), event-related potentials (ERP), or structural and functional neuroimaging (MRI and fMRI) (Bonnet & Arand, 1995 , 1997a , 1997b Marques, Allen Gomes, Clemente, Santos, & Castelo-Branco, 2015; Perlis, Giles, Mendelson, Bootzin, & Wyatt, 1997; Perlis, Merica, Smith, & Giles, 2001) .
Bottom-up model focuses on genetic underpinnings of functional impairment in neurocircuitry mechanisms implicated in normal sleep-wake cycle. Although the model does not object to the precipitating and perpetuating factors such as RT, the model gives more prominence to the genetically determined predispositions based on the neural circuitry generally located in brainstem underlying the regulation mechanisms of sleepwake cycle (Riemann et al., 2010; Saper, Scammell, & Lu, 2005) . It is contended that even thought biological and neuropsychological mechanisms determining the regulation of sleep are receptive to environmental clues, people with only genetic susceptibility are conducive to develop and maintain sleep-related problems (Buysse, 2010; Marques et al., 2015; Riemann et al., 2010) .
Evidence suggest that sleep problems are associated with pronounced inappropriate hyper-arousal states including high-frequency EEG activation, abnormal hormone secretion, greater whole body and brain metabolic activation, elevated heart rate and sympathetic nervous system activation day and night (Bonnet & Arand, 2010) . Nevertheless, individuals with sleep problems reported less control on their thought processes (Watts, East, & Coyle, 1995) , and were more prone to worrying that generally revolve around work-related or general mental activities (Watts, Coyle, & East, 1994) . Insomnia patients with comorbid generalized anxiety disorder had greater bedtime mental activity compared to insomniacs without comorbid disorder (Gendron, Blais, & Morin, 1998) . In a similar vein, a controlled study of pre-sleep cognitive activity among insomniacs conducted by Harvey (2000) reported that insomniacs were marked by being more focused on worry about unable to sleep and general worries compared to good sleepers. Thought suppression had paradoxical ramifications regardless of whether insomnia-afflicted or not. Thought suppress individuals reported longer sleep onset latency and poorer sleep quality than did non-suppress individuals (Harvey, 2000) .
Continuity hypothesis postulates that sleep affect is not independent from the affect regulation during waking states of consciousness (Schredl, 2000 (Schredl, , 2003 (Schredl, , 2006 (Schredl, , 2009 . Some individuals are proposed to have a tendency to experience more intense and frequent nightmares regarding their temperament and personality (Kelly, 2017) . Nightmares are considered as attempts to diminish negative affect arise from fear-related adverse experiences . When an inability to keep threatening information a bay during sleep occurs or psychological escape is no longer possible, nightmares may reflect a rebound of a suppressed emotion-laden content. It was proposed that the dreaming process serve information processing by exposing the dreamer to the feared stimuli . Nevertheless, regular disruption of the dream processing will ultimately keep the fear memory alive. Continued avoidance from distressing emotion-laden content during day and night will increase frequency and intensity of nightmares, as well as negative sleep and wake affect. In short, vivid and emotionally dysphoric dreams or nightmares reflects a failure of a fear-extinction function and is an indicator of emotion dysregulation. Keeping with the continuity hypothesis, an influential two-process model of dreaming proposed that 'affect load' as a consequence of dally variations in emotional pressure and 'affect distress' representing a tendency to experience events with high levels of negative reactivity determine dreaming process (Levin & Nielsen, 2009 ).
Significant associations between sleep and dissociation have received increased attention in the literature. The term dissociation is used to describe a range of conceptualizations across different theoretical approaches (Boysan, 2016a; Braude, 2009; Van der Hart & Dorahy, 2009; Vermetten, Dorahy, & Spiegel, 2007) . Considered along a continuum, it can be viewed as an adaptive coping strategy at milder levels to being akin to a form of experiential avoidance (Boysan, 2014a) . On the other hand, pathological dissociation is viewed as a disruption in the normal integration of consciousness, memory, identity, emotion, perception, body representation, and motor behaviour (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). As a counterproductive defense against overwhelming emotions or adverse experiences, a number of studies demonstrated significant associations between traumatic experiences and dissociative symptomatology (Boysan, Goldsmith, Cavus, Kayri, & Keskin, 2009; Kadak, Nasiroglu, Boysan, & Aydin, 2013; Selvi et al., 2012) . Dissociation is a multifaceted construct that factor analytic investigations have generally supported a three dimensional factor structure (Armour, Contractor, Palmieri, & Elhai, 2014; Ross, Joshi, & Currie, 1991; Sanders & Green, 1994; Soffer-Dudek, Lassri, Soffer-Dudek, & Shahar, 2015; Stockdale, Gridley, Balogh, & Holtgraves, 2002) : Absorption, depersonalization-derealization, and dissociative amnesia. The term ''absorption'' refers to a tendency to become highly immersed in a single experience accompanied by a narrowed attention that results in unawareness of other stimuli in the environment (Soffer-Dudek et al., 2015; Vogel, Spitzer, Barnow, Freyberger, & Grabe, 2006) . Dissociative amnesia refers to an inability to recall important autobiographical memory, particularly with a traumatic nature (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Finally, depersonalizationderealization refers to estrangement to one's own body, aberrant body experiences, emotional and physical numbing and temporal distortions in perception and sensation (Hunter, Phillips, Chalder, Sierra, & David, 2003; Sierra & Berrios, 2000) .
Dream recall frequency is a generic indicator of dream intensity (Blagrove & Pace-Schott, 2010) . High dissociators exhibit more frequent dream recall and greater dream intensity than did low dissociators (Yu, 2010) . Women who were more prone to dissociation were more likely to recall their dreams; whilst men more prone to altered consciousness states had greater dream recall frequency (Suszek & Kopera, 2005) . Several studies have found dissociative absorption, which is generally considered as normal aspect of a dissociative tendency, was a significant correlate of dream recall frequency (Levin & Young, 2002; Schredl, Jochum, & Souguenet, 1997) , but others have not (Levin, Fireman, & Rackley, 2003) . A metaanalysis of 24 dream recall studies concluded that absorption is not related to dream recall frequency per se, but rather to one's tendency to underestimate or overestimate their dream recall frequency (BeaulieuPrevost & Zadra, 2007) .
In an early case study addressing the relations between somnambulism and dissociation, eight cases with somnambulism referring to a state of sleepwalking had dissociative disorders or were strongly suspected to have dissociative psychopathology (Schenck, Milner, Hurwitz, & Bundlie, 1989) . Dissociative amnesia and dissociative impairment in space and time orientation were conceptualized as an interface between waking and sleep consciousness, similar to sleepwalking (Mahowald & Schenck, 2001 ). Barrett (1994 Barrett ( , 1995 considered the similarity between dream characters and 'alter personalities' in case reports of multiple personality disorder. Significant overlaps between dreaming and dissociative consciousness have emphasized in elsewhere (Bob, 2004; Bob & Louchakova, 2015) . Another case study pointed out linkage between dissociation and cataplexy, a sudden episode of loss of muscle tone, which is central within the symptom clusters of narcolepsy, a sleep disorder characterized by an urge to fall asleep at inappropriate times (La Via & Brewerton, 1996) . Participants with a history of childhood sexual abuse reported heightened levels of dissociative symptomatology during the episodes of sleep paralysis (Abrams, Mulligan, Carleton, & Asmundson, 2008; McNally & Clancy, 2005a , 2005b . Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) patients with dissociative sub-type reported greater hypervigilance and sleep difficulties (Ginzburg et al., 2006) .
Frequency of nightmares has consistently been found to be associated with severe dissociative symptomatology Cheung, 2012) . Semiz, Basoglu, Ebrinc, and Cetin (2008) conducted a case control study to examine whether dream anxiety is associated with childhood trauma, dissociative experiences, and sleep disturbance among 88 borderline patients and 100 gender-matched healthy controls. Patients who reported heightened dream anxiety had also more frequent childhood traumatic experiences, more severe dissociative symptoms, and poorer sleep quality. In a sample of 846 participants recruited from general population, Rek, Sheaves, and Freeman (2017) reported heightened levels of worry, depersonalization, hallucinatory experiences, and paranoia to be significant correlates of nightmare occurrence and severity after controlling for negative affect.
The term 'sleep experiences' coined by Watson (2001) implies a constellation of unusual sleep experiences, i.e., nightmares, vivid or recurrent dreams, hypnagogic hallucinations, dreams of falling or flying, arousals, and lucid dreams. High dissociators seem to be more receptive to stress-related cues and reacts psychologically that they reported greater sleep-related experiences in reaction to severe daily stressful events, which was conceptualized as arousal-sleep (Soffer-Dudek & Shahar, 2011) . Heightened levels of dissociation were significantly associated with unusual sleep experiences (e.g., nightmares, recurring dreams) but not with diurnal preferences (Giesbrecht & Merckelbach, 2004) .
Fantasy proneness refers to an excessive involvement in daydreaming and reveals significant overlap with a dissociative tendency (Rauschenberger & Lynn, 1995) . Fantasy proneness was significantly associated with dream disturbances such as dream disturbances such as nightmares, bad dreams, night terror-like symptoms, and dream anxiety among patients with borderline personality disorder which was suggested to serve prevent from emotional instability in reaction to disturbing dreams (Simor, Csóka, & Bódizs, 2010) . Based on the premise that dissociative experiences are the by-product of labile sleep-wake cycle (Watson, 2001) , two structural equation model was tested. One of the tested models showed that unusual sleep experiences induce fantasy proneness and cognitive failures which in turn fuels dissociative experiences. The latter model demonstrated that trauma have significant effects on elevation of dissociative symptomatology both directly and indirectly via sleep impairment (van Heugten-van der Kloet, Merckelbach, Giesbrecht, & Broers, 2014) . Sleep experiences such as narcolepsy, vivid and unusual dreams, and deviant nocturnal experiences were significantly associated with dissociation and fantasy proneness . In keeping with the continuity hypothesis, another non-clinical study of sleep experiences reported anxiety and dissociative absorption were significant predictors of general sleep experiences. A subset of sleep experiences were significantly associated with suggestibility (Fassler, Knox, & Lynn, 2006) . Expanding these findings, Knox and Lynn (2014) evidenced for significant associations of sleep experiences with dissociation, fantasy proneness and schizotypy.
In an experimental design investigation into the individual differences in dissociative symptomatology are linked to resting electroencephalogram (EEG) parameters. Suppression in the alpha band and raised levels of delta and theta activity were typical in participants who reported high levels of dissociation; whilst resting EEG activity parameters were not significant correlates of sleep experiences (Giesbrecht, Jongen, Smulders, & Merckelbach, 2006) . Another study of dissociation among patients suffering from severe insomnia explored whether self-report measure of dissociation was related with sleep patterns as measured by EEG. Insomniacs had elevated levels of dissociative symptoms which had significant relationship with unusual sleep experiences and poor sleep quality. Dissociative symptoms were linked to both subjective and objective measures of sleep. Insomnia patients with greater levels of dissociation reported longer periods of REM sleep, more sleepiness at awakening, and less time spent awake during the night (Van Der Kloet et al., 2013) .
Sleep deprivation can impinge on attention (Lim & Dinges, 2008; Tomasi et al., 2009 ), memory (Chee & Chuah, 2008; Chee & Chuah, 2007) , and executive function (Nilsson et al., 2005) . Sleep deprivation is resulted in default mode network connectivity and anti-correlation during rest and task performance (De Havas, Parimal, Soon, & Chee, 2012) . In a pioneering experimental study of 1 night total sleep deprivation demonstrated that spontaneous and induced dissociative symptoms were stable during the daytime but increased during the night. As the sleepiness and elevations in dissociative symptoms came about mood deterioration occurred (Giesbrecht, Smeets, Leppink, Jelicic, & Merckelbach, 2007) . The effect was not mediated by an impairment in mood regulation, sleepiness preceded dissociative symptoms which was then followed by mood deterioration (Van der Kloet, Giesbrecht, & Merckelbach, 2011) . A longitudinal design study to investigate the relations between sleep and dissociation evaluated a mixed inpatient sample on arrival and 6 to 8 weeks later. Significant connections between sleep experiences and dissociative experiences were observed that alleviated levels of dissociative experiences were determined by decreases in narcoleptic experiences rather than insomnia. Authors concluded sleep hygiene may contribute to the treatment and prevention of dissociative psychopathology (van der Kloet, Giesbrecht, Lynn, Merckelbach, & de Zutter, 2012) . Similar findings were replicated in a more recent study that heightened dissociation in response to 1-night total sleep deprivation was strongly linked to increased Dehydroepiandrosteronesulfate (DHEA-S) (correlation was r=0.80), a hormone intimately dependent on circadian regulation and implicated in neuroprotection, neuronal plasticity and excitability (Selvi, Kilic, Aydin, & Guzel Ozdemir, 2015) . Selvi et al. (2017) found that even though direct relations between circadian rhythm and dissociation was not substantial, indirect relation by means of insomnia severity was significant. This finding can be interpreted in a way that sleep problems occurring as a function of eveningness circadian preferences may fuel dissociative symptomatology. Another study concerning dissociative experiences emerged from sleep abnormalities, van Heugten-van der Kloet, Giesbrecht, and Merckelbach (2015) randomly assigned fifty-six healthy individuals to an experimental and a control group. The experimental group deprived of sleep in a laboratory. Sleepiness, mood and dissociative symptoms were measured repeatedly in both groups. Sleep deprivation was predictive of an increase in dissociative symptoms which was mediated by general distress. Sleepiness preceded escalation of dissociative symptoms and mood deterioration, in which sleepiness and dissociation were high during the night. Sleep-deprived high dissociators revealed impaired capacity to memorize emotional material (van Heugtenvan der Kloet et al., 2015) .
In recent years, dissociation as an altered consciousness state has been related to sleep abnormalities. Most of the research have had a central focus on alterations in levels of dissociation as a function of sleep-related experiences, nevertheless, attempts to identify the risk for detrimental influences as a predictor of sleep problems have relatively been scarce. Furthermore, dissociation is a multifaceted construct; however, research on sleep-dissociation have largely relied on relations with overall dissociative tendency but not aspects of dissociative experiences. Soffer-Dudek et al. (2017) examined whether the fluctuations on dissociative tendency prospectively predict sleepiness following partial and total sleep loss and recovery sleep. Dissociative absorption was found to be a crucial antecedent of sleepiness following either sleep loss or recovery sleep. On the other hand, hyperarousal states arise from worrisome thoughts seems to play in poor sleep experiences. Although worry has long been recognized as a significant antecedent of sleep problems, to date, the relationship between dissociative symptoms and worry have received almost no attention in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, intense dissociative experiences may increase the alertness to stimuli that in turn increase excessive, uncontrollable and perpetual worry. Dissociative symptomatology may be linking to sleep impairment through pathological worry. The aim of this study was to investigate direct and indirect associations between three dimensions of dissociation, pathological worry and sleep quality.
METHOD Participants
The study was announced at the hospital clinics and eighty-five health staffs who were working at Yüzüncü Yıl University Education and Research Hospital volunteered to participate in the study. The mean age was 31.19 (SD±7.14), ranging from 18 to 54. 51.8% of the sample were female, 48.2% were married, 8.2% reported prior psychiatric disorder, and 2.4% had a history of psychopathology among first-degree relatives. The mean time spent watching TV series during a week was 3.59 (SD±3.13). All participants were informed about the purposes and procedures of the study. Written informed consent was provided by each volunteer before the psychometric battery set was administered. The psychometric instrument set contained self-administered scales and each participant completed the tests in a silent room at psychiatry service. Socio-demographic characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 1 .
Instruments
The Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ), Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES), Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) and a demographic questionnaire were administered to participants.
Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES)
The DES originally measures dissociation on a continuum ranging from minor dissociative experiences, an immense involvement in external experience or internal imagery and of daytime dreaming (nonpathological dissociation) to pathological forms of dissociation (Holmes et al., 2005; Putnam, 1997) . The DES consists of 28 self-report items that are rated on scale ranging from 0 to 100, which are tapping onto three dimensions: absorption /imaginative involvement, amnesia, and depersonalization / derealization (Ross, Ellason, & Anderson, 1995) . A DES score of 30 and higher is indicative of pathological dissociation (Boysan, 2014b; Putnam et al., 1996) . The DES has good validity and reliability, and good overall psychometric properties (Carlson et al., 1993) .The Turkish version of the scale has reliability and validity as good as its original form, with a Cronbach's alpha of α=0.91 and test-re-test correlation coefficient of r=0.78 (Yargic, Tutkun, & Sar, 1995) .
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)
The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) is a reliable and valid instrument assessing sleep quality and disturbances over a 1-month time interval (Buysse, Reynolds, Monk, Berman, & Kupfer, 1989) . The measure consists of 19 self-report questions. The screening tool discriminates well poor from good sleepers, and is an excellent general screening measure of sleep disturbances. The Turkish version of the PSQI adapted by Agargun, Kara, and Anlar (1996) .
Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ)
The PSWQ is a widely used measure of excessive and uncontrollable worry (Meyer, Miller, Metzger, & Borkovec, 1990) . It consists of 16 items, which are rated on fivepoint scale. The measure yields a total score ranging from 16 to 90. Evidence from various clinical and nonclinical groups supports the reliability, unidimensional structure, and convergent and discriminant validity of the PSWQ (Boysan & Kiral, 2016; Brown, Antony, & Barlow, 1992; Kağan, 2011; Yilmaz, Gencoz, & Wells, 2008) . The Turkish version was demonstrated to have good reliability and validity (Boysan, Keskin, & Besiroglu, 2008) .
Statistical Analysis
We began computing descriptive statistics for sociodemographic characteristics of the sample. Pearson correlation coefficients between scale scores were computed. Four mediation regression analyses were run in which total and sub-scale scores of the DES were independent variables. Total DES, absorption /imaginative involvement, amnesia, and depersonalization / derealization were regressed onto PSQI global in which the relations between dissociative symptoms and sleep were mediated by PSWQ scores. The statistical significance threshold was held at p<0.05.
RESULTS
Using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients, as can be seen in Table 2 , we found significant correlations between total and subscales of the DES, PSWQ and PSQI.
Using indirect mediation regression model approach proposed by Preacher and Hayes (2008), we evaluated the associations between dissociative symptomatology and sleep quality mediated by pathological worry. We run four sequential mediator regression analyses in which the DES total and three sub-scales of the DES were in turn independent variables in each model. Dimensions of dissociative experiences regressed on sleep quality as measured by the PSQI via pathological worry rated on the PSWQ after controlling for age, gender, marital status, education, prior psychiatric disorders, familial loading and time spent watching TV series per week.
In the first regression analysis, we found that the model had substantial F value (F (9,75)= 3.300, p=0.002; R 2 = 0.28). Even though the direct influence of dissociative symptomatology on the PSQI was not significant (β=0.09 t=0.806 p=0.423) , the DES total was indirectly associated with poor sleep quality via pathological worry (Boot= 0.19; 95% Confidence Interval = 0.046-0.346). Covariates age, gender, education, prior psychiatric disorders, familial loading and time spent watching TV series did not reveal a significant influence on the PSQI global scores, with an exception of marital status that single participants reported poorer sleep quality (β= 0.55 t=2.421 p=0.018). Findings are represented in Figure 1 .
In the second regression analysis, we regressed Absorption / Imaginative Involvement subscale of the DES on the PSQI global through pathological worry as measured by PSWQ. It was observed that the model had substantial F value (F (9,75)= 3.272, p=0.002; R 2 = 0.28). The direct influence of absorption on the PSQI was not significant (β=0.08 t=0.685 p=0.496), Absorption / Imaginative Involvement subscale of the DES was indirectly associated with poor sleep quality via pathological worry (Boot= 0.21; 95% Confidence Interval = 0.044-0.371). Covariates age, gender, education, prior psychiatric disorders, familial loading and time spent watching TV series did not reveal a significant influence on the PSQI global scores, with an exception of marital status that single participants reported poorer sleep quality (β= 0.55 t=2.413 p=0.018). Findings are presented in Figure 2 .
In the third regression analysis, we regressed dissociative amnesia subscale of the DES on the PSQI global through pathological worry as measured by PSWQ. It was observed that the model had substantial F value (F (9,75)= 3.353, p=0.002; R 2 = 0.29). The direct effect of amnesia on the PSQI was not significant (β=0.11 t=0.995 p=0.323); in contrast, the dissociative amnesia was indirectly associated with poor sleep quality via pathological worry (Boot= 0.16; 95% Confidence Interval = 0.048-0.334). Covariates age, gender, education, prior psychiatric disorders, familial loading and time spent watching TV series did not reveal a significant influence on the PSQI global scores, with an exception of marital status that single participants reported poorer sleep quality (β= 0.57 t=2.515 p=0.014). Findings are presented in Figure 3 . In the forth regression model, we regressed depersonalization/derealization subscale of the DES on the PSQI global through pathological worry as measured by PSWQ. It was observed that the model had substantial F value (F (9,75)= 3.296, p=0.002; R 2 = 0.28). Nevertheless, the direct effect of depersonalization/ derealization on the PSQI was not significant (β=0.09 t=0.787 p=0.593), as well as the indirect effect via pathological worry (Boot= 0.14; 95% Confidence Interval = -0.004-0.297). Covariates age, gender, education, prior psychiatric disorders, familial loading and time spent watching TV series did not reveal a significant influence on the PSQI global scores, with an exception of marital status that single participants reported poorer sleep quality (β= 0.54 t=2.398 p=0.019). Findings are presented in Figure 4 .
DISCUSSION
The main aim of this study was to explore whether dissociative symptomatology significantly contribute to poor sleep quality through heightened levels of pathological worry. More specifically, we speculate that participants who were more prone to a dissociative tendency which is intrusive and imaginative in nature will engage in more worrisome thoughts marked by being mainly verbal compared to intrusive thoughts to draw their attention away. However, this engagement will not facilitate falling sleep rather the interaction effect of dissociation and worry will result in deterioration of sleep. Considering the facets of dissociative symptomatology, it was arguably expected a larger effect of dissociative absorption and imaginative involvement on sleep quality through pathological worry. In line with our hypothesis, the current data confirmed our hypotheses that proneness to dissociation particularly dissociative absorption indirectly contributed to poor sleep by means of heightened worrisome thoughts.
The most salient finding of the present data can be cataloged as follows. We highlighted and extended the robust link between dissociative symptoms and sleep that has been documented on a number of studies Koffel & Watson, 2009; Selvi et al., 2017; Soffer-Dudek & Shahar, 2011; SofferDudek et al., 2017; Van Der Kloet et al., 2013; Van der Kloet et al., 2011; van Heugten-van der Kloet et al., 2015; van Heugten-van der Kloet et al., 2014; Watson, 2001 ). Second we demonstrated that interaction between dissociation and worry play role in sleep disturbance that the direct relations between dissociative symptomatology and sleep quality fell short of significance when the relation was moderated by pathological worry. Finally, the current data provides a preliminary evidence and reflects a refinement of the previous findings with respect to the relations between dissociation and worry in relation to sleep disturbance. Dissociation and particularly REM sleep appear to have a deal of common neurophysiological underpinnings that disturbance in one of these psychological mechanisms may impinge on the other due to the premise that both belong to a common domain. Pathological dissociative experiences arise as a maladaptive affective avoidance or affect shutdown in the face of traumatic exposure (Lanius, 2015) . Over-activation of frontal areas in the brain result in a dampening of sympathetic system and reduced emotional experiencing that suppress limbic activity implicated in emotional and cognitive information processing (Lanius et al., 2010; Nicholson et al., 2015) . As with the dissociative process, frontal areas relatively deactivate limbic system during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (Desseilles, Dang-Vu, Sterpenich, & Schwartz, 2011) . The premise that the REM sleep plays in emotional memory formation (Crick & Mitchison, 1995; Walker & van der Helm, 2009 ). Drawing in evidence as findings of Van Der Kloet et al. (2013) that longer REM sleep periods and less time spent awake at night among high dissociators, in which alterations in objective and subjective measures of sleep as a function of dissociation may be attributed to a somewhat rebound effect. In comparison to waking states, REM dreaming is more vivid and hyper-associational that remote memory material becomes more accessible during the REM sleep (Llewellyn, 2013) . In response to stressful events or adversities, elevated levels of dissociation and alterations in sleep pattern both seem to serve facilitation of emotional information processing when the memory is emotion-laden in nature (Oathes & Ray, 2008; Walker & van der Helm, 2009 ).
The amygdala, medial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and anterior cingulate cortex implicate in the neurophysiology of dream function and nightmare production. Amygdala is central for emotional regulation during both sleeping and waking as well as fear conditioning. Medial prefrontal cortex takes part in fear extinction by selective gating within amygdala. Hippocampus involves within encoding and consolidation of the episodic memories. Finally, anterior cingulate is implicated in distress and separation anxiety . Dreaming mostly occurs in REM sleep that seems to be primed to activate these systems. According to an influential model of dreaming, it serves fear-memory extinction function by three processes: memory element activation, memory element recombination and emotional expression. The memory-element activation refers to the retrieving of a wide range of memories during dreaming. The memoryelement recombination is responsible for the assembly of isolated memory units into a coherent flow of dream imagery. The emotional expression maximizes the involvement of neural structures to down regulate negative emotional content. 'Affect load' refers to accumulation of stressful events that interferes with one's capacity to regulate emotions. 'Affect distress' was identified as a tendency to experience heightened distress in response to emotional stimuli. Occasional nightmares without excessive accompanying distress during the following day is considered to be a psychological reactions to relatively isolated incidents with low affect load. On the other hand, among individuals primed for selective emotional reactivity, disturbed dreaming may serve activators of previously encoded traumatic experiences and results in waking negative affective reactions, and subsequently to more frequent nightmares (Levin & Nielsen, 2009) .
Taking together, causal relations between sleep and dissociative symptoms seem to be reciprocal; however, mechanisms underpinning the effects of these two psychological phenomena to each other may differentiate. Scholars have argued that a labile sleep wake cycle is connected with dissociative symptomatology. It was contended that dream-like states arising from a labilesleep-wake cycle intrudes into waking consciousness, produces memory failures, and triggers dissociative experiences (Giesbrecht, Lynn, Lilienfeld, & Merckelbach, 2008; Koffel & Watson, 2009; Watson, 2001 ). Levin and Nielsen (2007) proposed the concept of 'cross-state continuity' that assumes the brain areas and cognitive processes implicated in nightmare production are responsible in the pathophysiology of emotion dysregulation during the waking states. In a similar vein, the notion of 'transliminality' , which denotes individual differences in the extent to which mentation may cross into or out of consciousness (Thalbourne & Houran, 2000) . In a longitudinal investigation, Soffer-Dudek and Shahar (2009) found that transliminality as a consciousness state was predictive of sleep-related experiences over a 3-month period.
On the other hand, dissociative symptomatology is intrusive and imaginative in nature (Boon, Steele, & van der Hart, 2011) . Contrary to dissociative phenomena, worry is mainly verbal, more realistic, less voluntary, more distressing, and of longer duration (Wells & Morrison, 1994) . Furthermore, worry is experienced primarily as negative verbal activity as opposed to imaginal (Borkovec & Inz, 1990; Freeston, Dugas, & Ladouceur, 1996) . Accumulated evidence has lent support for the conclusion that worry as a state has been associated with left frontal cortex activation (Borkovec, Ray, & Stöber, 1998; Carter, Johnson, & Borkovec, 1986) . Imagery seems to be no longer allowed due to excessive thought contained in worry process (Borkovec et al., 2004) . Given the dualcoding theory, the verbal nature of worry limits accessibility to parallel-processed images, particularly in cases of catastrophic images in which they become less vivid and intrusive (Paivio, 1986; Stöber, 1997; Stöber, Tepperwien, & Staak, 2000) . Worry may function as an avoidance response originate from distress triggered by the cues of threat stimuli which may be in forms of fantasy or imagery. More precisely, the same avoidance mechanism can be applied to the linkage between dissociative symptoms and sleep disruption that dissociative experiences which contain intense emotionladen imagery material may probably lead to heighted worry that in turn causally implicated in sleep disturbance. The current preliminary evidence provided support for the cognitive avoidance hypothesis in sleep problems. Our results are consistent with the previous findings highlighting the predictive value of dissociative absorption on sleep-related outcomes (Fassler et al., 2006; Knox & Lynn, 2014; Soffer-Dudek et al., 2017) . Furthermore, intriguingly, dissociative amnesia was a significant determinant of poor sleep quality through pathological worry.
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION
This study has several drawbacks. First, the sample of the study is relatively small limiting the generalizability of the current data. Secondly, the study was cross-sectional that using longitudinal research design the relationships between sleep-wake cycle, worry and dissociative could have been more profoundly investigated. Third, although worry is central in the theoretical elucidations concerning sleep problems, the scope of conceptualizations capturing repetitive thinking is large. A more comprehensive investigation into the relations between repetitive thoughts and sleep disturbance will be beneficial to understand etiology of sleep problems.
Despite the drawbacks of the study, the current data attested to the crucial relations between dissociative symptomatology and sleep by means of pathological worry. Trauma model is the prevailing notion considering the etiology of dissociative disorders that a more profound understanding of the relationships with sleep will contribute to further refinements regarding nontraumatic etiology of dissociative experiences (Butler, Duran, Jasiukaitis, Koopman, & Spiegel, 1996; Lilienfeld et al., 1999; Watson, 2003) . The current results may be interpreted in a way that both pathological worry and dissociative amnesia may play role in the cognitive suppression of negative content arising from stressful life events at the expense of normal sleep-wake cycle.
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